AKVIS Frames 7.0 & New Easter Pack II: Bring Spring Mood to Your Photos!
April 7, 2022 — AKVIS announces an update of the AKVIS Frames free program and a launch of a new
frame pack. AKVIS Frames 7.0 offers the Favorites tab, redesigned Frame Packs Manager, and other
improvements. The new Easter Pack II includes 100 high-quality frames inspired by celebrating
Easter and the springtime.
AKVIS Frames is a free photo editing program designed for work with AKVIS frame packs. The highquality picture frames, created by professional artists and illustrators, are available in themed packs
and can be applied with one click in this program. The software is easy to use, comfortable, and fast.
It helps to quickly decorate photos, create custom greeting cards, announcements, invitations, etc.
Version 7.0 offers the redesigned Frame Packs Manager. It's now easier to manipulate the packs.
Also, the update offers the new Favorites tab that contains the selected frames from all packs. The
new version makes decorating photos even more effective and entertaining.
The program is available free of charge at akvis.com.
Easter Pack II successfully complements the collection of frames. The new set includes 100 cheerful
picture frames in pastel and vivid colors embellished with spring florals and Easter decorations.
Choose from a variety of ready-to-use templates to create a professional-quality photo book or a
personalized slideshow. Using AKVIS frames, it takes only minutes to make any picture stand out.
The AKVIS products can be used on Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10, 11; Mac OS X 10.10-10.11, macOS 10.12-12.0.
AKVIS Frames 7.0 is available for free. The Easter Pack II sells for $17.00. All 74 themed frame packs by
AKVIS are available in a bundle for $380, an average of $5.14 per pack.
For more information about the AKVIS products, visit akvis.com.
AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in the development of photo and video processing software. Since the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a wide selection of successful products for Windows and
Mac. The company always keeps up with the times and updates its products with cutting-edge
technologies.
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